
Experience the best, the new HERDMaster™ squeeze chute from Powder River.   
HERDMaster™ chutes are strong, simple, and e�ective. This new Powder River chute 
features innovative designs in working ergonomics, operator and animal safety, and 
the ability of the rancher to do more with less e�ort. 

THE CENTER SQUEEZE
The HERDMaster squeeze mechanism is ground-breaking. It o�ers 
advantages of a clear operator working space and enhanced 
leverage on the controls. A dual sided squeeze means the animal is 
centered and the ‘V’ design keeps animals balanced in the chute. 
The HERDMaster squeezes better and works safer. The chute 
features the easiest center squeeze release in the industry.

THE HEADGATE
The HERDMaster curtain style head gate is designed for 
secure catches and smooth exits.  Semi-Automatic mode 
gives the operator further control when working animals 
alone. From calf to bull the HERDMaster head gate is an 
easy choice for any operation. Split stanchion covers o�er 
clean lines. Durable urethane yokes adjust quickly for any 
animal height. The HERDMaster head gate is truly leading 
the herd. 

EASE OF USE
The HERDMaster squeeze chute leads the 
industry in usability, ergonomics, and 
operator safety. It sets the new standard 
for simple operation.  The handles are 
placed to allow you to work your 
animals longer with less e�ort. The new 
Load Assisted Tailgate lets you control 
tra�c with the �ick of your wrist.  

THE BENEFIT
The HERDMaster chute receives its heritage 
from the time tested, proven concepts that we 
have utilized for over half a century. Powder River 
has actively built livestock handling equipment for 
over 70 years and met the demands of our changing 
industry along the way. We are pleased to introduce 
the HERDMaster chute to our family.

 It is proven that less stress for animals is good for the 
rancher. Vaccines work better, animals eat more, and it all 
translates to the bottom line. Being able to successfully catch your 
animals and then work them e�ciently is a direct bene�t to your 
revenue stream.   

For more information, contact your Powder River sales rep. or contact us at the 
factory:

PAT. PEND.

www.powderriver.com           800-453-5318
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